


ma, where do 
little licks 
come from?

 the ruritanian lick tree (arbor lickiferus)

why, son.. 
they come 
from...



the roots of lick trees are 
the key of the song. They are 
called the 'root chord'

this song is in the key 
of G and I'm the root 

chord (I) - G

the branches are two or more 
related chords, usually four notes 
(Iv) and five notes (V) above the root.

call me 
sub-

dominant

call me 
dominant

i'm the iv 
chord (c)

i'm the V 
chord (d)

immature lick 
tree in winter

it's a sort of 
s.m. thing...



when you march through a song with 
just roots and bare branches of 
the lick tree, it sounds like an 
oompah band. It's ok, but it's sorta 
'lumpy' and folks are going to get 
tired of it after a bit...

oompahh... 
oompah... 
oompah... 
oompah...

try it for 
yourlself... the 

oompah band 
lick!

there's the 
root i chord 

(G) here comes 
the iv chord 

(c)

there's 
goes the v 
chord, D

and home 
again to G



one way to make things more 
interesting is to get up into 
the branches and add 
something...

we can get a sense 
of moving between 

the lumps by playing 
steps in between

mind you, that's 
still not very 
interesting...



let's take that movement thing a step 
forward and use a harmonized scale to move 
up and down the steps...

it's 
movable!

but right now 
it's in c

kick off at 
the i chord

then four 
steps to the 

iv chord

now four 
more steps 

to the v 

and back 
down the 
steps to 
the root 

chord

ok, it wasn't that 
interesting, but 
we're getting 

better...



to get the music really interesting,  we need to play with different timing and do things like using bluegrass 
rolls. 

g lick g - c via g7 lick c lick c - d7 lick

lick tree blossoms in summer, 
ready for harvesting...

g/d7 lick d lick g/d7 lick home to the 

yeah, the 
banjo does 
this sort of 
stuff, too..



go for broke!

g chord licks
d chord licks d chord licks

tricky. get ring finger 
touching string 3 at fret 

12



so if we want these licks to 
work for us, we need to know 
what chords we'll be playing, 
in what order and what rhythm 

an  tempo ...

four bars 
of G licks 

(two at each 
end)

two bars of 
d licks

two bars 
of C licks

g+g+c+c+d+d+g+g



random licks follow illustrating some 
methods used to demonstrate...



A harmonized 
scale Aaargh! a slant!!!

(c'mon, you can do this!)

it's movable!

...but around e 
major you'll fall 
off the end of the 

fretboard

if you don't want 
to do that slant 

you can go here...it's in c major

A harmonized 
minor scale

minor scale?
no sweat!

or try 
plucking the 

fourth 
string...

it's in c minor



Another sort 
of  harmonized 

minor scale

The 
difference 

is here

it's movable!
this one's in C 

minor

suppose i want to 
improvise against 
three chords...

 i-iv-v

...so in c, that's 
C Maj, F Maj and 

G maj

so i just noodle 
around these notes 
against the i chord..

.. noodle around 
these notes against 

the iv chord..

..and here are my 
noodle notes for 

the v chord..

it's movable!
play your chord's noodle 
notes in any order and you 
can't go wrong (as long as 

you keep time!!)



one-and-
two-and 
three-...

didah-didah-
dah-

yow-diddi-
diddi-diddi

hammer-on

slide
This is all 

in G

one-and-
two-and 
three-... Triplets: 

diddley-diddley-diddely
Slide:

doo-ee...

... but This time 
it's in G

A lead-in

Another 
lead-in it's movable!



Sort of banjo-
feel G lead-in

get this harmonic going good and 
strong: it's the banjo 5th string

coming down 
here lets the 

3rd string 
ring

pull-off

start a 
roll going 

here
move your eye 
to str 3 fret 

12 now!

scruggs lick 
from c ending 

in g

bar right 
across here 

and pull 
off

some deft 
damping 
needed 
here!

get this harmonic 
going good and 

strong.

...and edge 
the bar back 

up again

get your eye to 

these frets in good 
time!



that's it for now, folks. more to come 
later...


